EUROPEAN HERITAGE DAYS

THE SORBONNE OPENS ITS DOORS FROM 10 AM TO 5 PM*

SEPTEMBER 21 AND 22, 2019

ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT

DISCOVER A UNIQUE HERITAGE AND LET THE STUDENT ARTISTS OF THE ACADÉMIE DE PARIS SURPRISE YOU

Find out about the program at www.sorbonne.fr

Beginning of the tour: 45 rue des Écoles 75005 Paris
* last admission: 5 pm
The **Académie** main building, the chapel and some of the most beautiful amphitheatres of the Sorbonne open their doors especially for the European Heritage Days.

Located in the heart of the Latin Quarter, the Sorbonne was one of the medieval colleges of the University of Paris but the name now refers to the whole university. It is now the seat of the *Rectorat of the Académie de Paris* and it still houses higher education and research institutions which attract students and professors from all over the world.

**Arts and Entertainment is this year’s theme.** The Sorbonne, as a renowned centre of knowledge and learning, offers outstanding courses in the field of the arts and entertainment: drama, music or visual arts studies. Its architectural and artistic wonders provide an extraordinary setting for many cultural events such as the performances and projects which are presented by pupils of the *Académie* during the European Heritage Days!

---

**All weekend from 10 am to 5 pm**

**New in 2019 – “To great women, the grateful Sorbonne”**  
For the first time, come and discover the portraits of seven illustrious women commissioned by the *Rectorat* to Christian Guémy, aka C215, a famous stencil artist.

**Exhibition - Work of the students of the vocational schools and art schools in Paris**  
Come and enjoy the work of young artists and craftsmen who learn their remarkable skills in the fields of fashion, decorative arts, fine arts, watchmaking and eyewear making in the art schools of the *Académie*.

**Exhibition - History of French academic dress**  
Discover the evolution of the French academic dress, from the Middle Ages to the present day, and learn about the symbolic meaning of each of its items.

**Documentary exhibition – La Sorbonne, from university drama clubs to drama studies**  
Learn how, between 1915 and 1970, the University of Paris relied on university drama clubs to usher in drama studies as a new field of academic study.

**Exhibition – Reading Ovid’s *Metamorphoses***  
The Sorbonne inter-university Library System presents an exhibition of books about the *Metamorphoses* by the Latin poet Ovid, including rare editions dating back to the 16th century.

* last admission: 5 pm
Conference on Heritage - History at La Sorbonne, La Sorbonne Stories

From 11.30 am to 12.30 pm – Richelieu Amphitheatre

The perfect way to complete your visit: immerse yourself in the history of La Sorbonne, of its masterpieces and most prestigious rooms.

Artistic interventions – Performances of students from Paris secondary schools

From 10 am to 5.30 pm – at different moments and places all along your visit

A great number of young student artists are encouraged to express their artistry and skills in the schools of the Académie de Paris. Let the students from Paris secondary schools surprise you with their dance, theatre or musical performances. Many forms of artistic expression will be presented throughout your visit in the Grand Amphitheatre, the Main Courtyard and in the Richelieu Amphitheatre.

Conference – Musical theatre in the 19th Century: what Heritage?

From 2 pm to 3 pm - Liard Amphitheatre

Jean-Claude Yon, professor of contemporary history at the University of Versailles Saint-Quentin-en-Yvelines, and director of studies at the EPHE, will take us back into 19th century Paris, world capital of entertainment events.
Visitor itinerary

1. Grand Hall
2. Lower Peristyle
3. The Arts and Letters Staircase
4. Upper Peristyle
5. The Salon Richelieu
6. The Grand Salon or Grand Function Room
7. Salle des Actes
8. Portrait Gallery (C215)
9. Gréard Room
10. The Sciences Staircase
11. The Sciences Gallery
12. Authorities Room
13. Grand Amphitheatre
14. Main Courtyard

Exits:
- Way out
- Main Courtyard
- The Sorbonne's shop
15 Hall to the Amphitheatres
16 Louis Liard Amphitheatre (conferences)
17 Richelieu Amphitheatre (conferences)
18 Grand Staircase to the Library
19 Inter-university Library of the Sorbonne
20 Chapel

Start of the visit
1 Grand Hall

First floor – Continue the visit of the Upper Peristyle and Salons
2 Lower Peristyle
3 To the first floor

To the ground floor
8

Continue the visit

10, rue de la Sorbonne

N° 45 RUE DES ÉCOLES
Sunday, 22nd September, 2019

Conference on Heritage - History at La Sorbonne, La Sorbonne Stories
From 11.30 am to 12.30 pm – Richelieu Amphitheatre
The perfect way to complete your visit: immerse yourself in the history of La Sorbonne, of its masterpieces and most prestigious rooms.

Concert by the Orchestra and choir of Paris Universities
From 4 pm to 5 pm – Richelieu Amphitheatre
The talented musicians of the Orchestra and choir of Paris universities will be keen to share a pleasant moment with you during a concert around the music of Ravel, Dvorak as well as film scores.
The Rectorat of the Académie de Paris

Paris is the only Académie – i.e. regional education area – which is made up of only one département. It extends over the whole capital city and has a specific organization. The Recteur – i.e. the Chancellor of the Académie de Paris – is supported by the director of the Académie de Paris who is responsible for primary and secondary education, from kindergarten to the baccalauréate, and by a vice-chancellor of the universities of Paris who is in charge of higher education. The Recteur of the Académie de Paris is also the Recteur of the Île-de-France Region school educational area and the Chancellor of all Paris universities.

The Chancellery of the universities of Paris

The Chancellery is a public institution whose role is to manage university property in Paris and in the two other Île-de-France académies (Créteil and Versailles), especially undivided assets common to all the universities that are the inheritors of the original University of Paris. Another of its missions is to support student and research activities through various initiatives: awarding prizes, scholarships and grants to individual students or whole university research teams; implementing scholars-in-residence programs and improving the living conditions of French and foreign students.

Thanks

The Rectorat of the Académie de Paris and the Chancellery of the universities of Paris would like to thank all the people and partners, as well as the Rectorat and Chancellery staff, who played a part in and helped organize the 2019 European Heritage Days.
Stop at the official Sorbonne boutique

Located at 10 rue de la Sorbonne, across the street from the historic university building, the Sorbonne and Paris universities boutique will be pleased to welcome you in a cozy store which carries a wide range of quality products bearing the Sorbonne coat of arms: clothes, stationery, accessories and jewelry, gifts, etc.

During the 2019 European Heritage Days, the boutique will exceptionally be open on Saturday, 22nd September and Sunday, 23rd September, from 10 am to 6 pm.

Regular opening hours: from Monday to Friday, 10 am to 1 pm and 2 pm to 6 pm.

For more information:
01 40 46 23 39 or www.sorbonne.fr/boutique

Book a visit of the Sorbonne

You can take a guided tour of the Sorbonne all year round! Our guide will help you discover or rediscover the exceptional rooms of the Académie buildings with co-workers, family or friends.

90-minute-long visits, pre-registration required:
- group visits, every week day,
- for individuals, one Saturday and two Wednesdays per month.

Make a reservation at:
www.sorbonne.fr/la-sorbonne/visiter-la-sorbonne

After your visit...